
Chapter 4
Deriving Experience Curves
and Implementing Technological
Learning in Energy System Models

Atse Louwen and Martin Junginger

Abstract Technological learning encompasses a variety of mechanisms by which
technologies improve and decrease in costs. Experience curves are commonly used
to analyze and explicitly quantify technological learning. This chapter presents the
history and basic methodology of experience curves, and discusses the implementa-
tion of experience curves in energy system and sectoral energy models. Several key
results of the REFLEX project with respect to state-of-the-art experience curves, and
the implementation of experience curves in the REFLEX Energy Modeling System
are highlighted. Finally, a set of key lessons learned in the REFLEX project are
presented, discussing both methodological issues of experience curves as well as
key issues with regard to the implementation of experience curves in different types
of energy system and sectoral energy models.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 History and Concept

Within the REFLEX project, a large effort was made to include the effects of tech-
nological learning in the different energy and transport models that are used within
the project. Here, technological learning is considered as a term that encompasses
a variety of mechanisms by which technologies can improve, in relation to produc-
tion costs, efficiency, quality, etc. It includes mechanisms like learning-by-doing,
learning-by-searching (R&D), and upscaling. One of the most prominent methods
to analyze and quantify technological learning is the so-called ‘experience curve.’

The experience curve describes an empirical relationship between cumulative
production of a technology and its unit costs. It was developed in the form considered
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here by the Boston Consulting Group, building on work that originated from the
aircraft building Curtiss-Wright Corporation (Wright 1936). Wright analyzed the
labor costs for each airplane, and found that they decreased for each additional
airplane that was manufactured. He showed that the costs followed the following
relation:

F = Nx (4.1)

Here, F is the variation of production cost as a function of the cumulative quan-
tity of airplanes N , and x is the factor that gives the speed with which the labor
costs declined. The reciprocal of this formula gives the decline in labor costs with
increasing N . With a value of x = 0.322 in Eq. (4.1), labor costs declined with 20%
every time the cumulative quantity of airplanes produced doubled. This relation, now
referred to as the learning curve, was later revisited by different researchers, until
the Boston Consulting Group (1970) developed the experience curve, which aimed
to include total costs of production (not just labor) and would represent a whole
industry of a technology, rather than a single company. They gave the equation the
following form:

C = C1 · Nb (4.2)

Here the unit costs of a technology C are a function of the cumulative production
N , the experience curve parameter b and the costs of the first unit,C1.With a value of
b = −0.322, production costs would again decline with 20% for every doubling of
N . This also gave rise to two terms associated with the experience curve parameter
b, namely the learning rate (LR) and progress ratio (PR), with:

LR = 1− 2b (4.3)

PR = 2b (4.4)

The learning rate LR gives the percentage reduction in costs for every doubling
of cumulative production N , while the progress ratio PR, is 80% if the learning rate
is 20%. The experience curve of Eq. (4.2) is now called the one-factor experience
curve (OFEC), as it includes only the cumulative production as a factor explaining
costs reductions. Further development of the concept has resulted in the two-factor
experience curve (TFEC), which includes a parameter that describes R&D (using
R&D expenditures or patent applications as a proxy) and multi-factor experience
curves (MFEC) which could include a variety of additional parameters, such as
input material prices. As the aim of the REFLEX project is to include technological
progress in energy modeling systems, and these models generally do not produce
all inputs required for two- or multi-factor experience curves (Louwen et al. 2018),
the focus is here on the one-factor experience curves. Figure 4.1 shows an example
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Fig. 4.1 Example of experience curves in linear (left) and double-logarithmic (right) scales. Data
for battery storage systems according to Schmidt et al. (2017)

of experience curves for battery storage systems on linear and double-logarithmic
scales.

Although not without criticisms, the OFEC is one of the few methods that use
an empirical relationship between production costs and cumulative production as
a means to forecast future costs of technologies (Junginger and Louwen 2020). In
modeling activities, it allows for representing developments in the market diffusion
of technologies and gives cost trajectories of the respective technologies over the
timeframe of the modeling. In Sect. 4.3, the model implementation of experience
curves is discussed in more detail.

4.1.2 Key Applications of Experience Curves

The experience curve has two main applications: as a tool in the design and assess-
ment of policy measures, and as a tool with which future cost trajectories can be
determined in energy and integrated modeling activities.

For policymakers, the experience curve can be a valuable means to track the cost
developments of for instance renewable alternatives for electricity generation, but
also to design and assess policy measures that aim to bring down the costs of these
technologies. Byderiving an experience curve fromempirical cost data, a deployment
trajectory can be defined, showing how much additional cumulative production is
required for the technology to reach a certain competitive cost level. Then, by taking
the integral of the experience curve, the so-called ‘learning investments’ can be
derived (Louwen and Subtil Lacerda 2020). These learning investments, which are
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Fig. 4.2 Example of a visualization of the required learning investments to reach a certain level of
competitiveness (Source Figure taken from Louwen and Subtil Lacerda [2020])

the total cost, minus the competitive cost share, can be considered as the investment
that needs to be incentivized through policymeasures before the technology becomes
competitive without subsidies. In Fig. 4.2 an example is shown that visualizes these
learning investments.

A good example of the effect of such policies on driving prices down the expe-
rience curve is found for the solar photovoltaic (PV) industry. Due to incentive
schemes in several European markets, especially Germany, the demand for PV
systems grew rapidly in the past decades. As a result, cumulative production of
PV systems increased, and system costs declined. At a later stage, many other local
PV markets started growing in response to declining costs, and especially in China
installed PV system capacity grew rapidly, resulting in that country now having the
largest amount of installed PV system capacity. As a result of the rapid decline in PV
system costs, PV generated electricity is now competitive with fossil fuel alternatives
in ever more countries (SolarPower Europe 2019).

Another main application of the experience curve lies in energy and integrated
modeling activities. Since the main aim of energy and integrated modeling is to give
forecasts of future energy and climate systems, a key aspect of this modeling is to be
able to model the future costs of energy system technologies. Usually, these future
costs could be taken from time-based exogenous cost estimations, but by using expe-
rience curves, models can endogenously determine cost trajectories for technologies
in response to and in a feedback loopwith theirmodeledmarket diffusion trajectories.
The fact that the experience curve is based on empirical data makes it very attrac-
tive in modeling and offers a very simple model formulation of costs vs. cumulative
production.

By using experience curves, modelers thus have an evidence-based method to
calculate future technology investment costs, and as such can model future energy
systems while considering the feedback loop between technology cost and market
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diffusion. This gives both researchers and policymakers a tool with which they can
design pathways toward future low-carbon energy systems, and assess the require-
ments and effects of policy measures that aim to increase market diffusion of
technologies or to achieve certain climate change mitigation targets.

4.1.3 Key Issues and Drawbacks of Experience Curves

An overview of several issues and drawbacks of (using) experience curves is given in
Junginger et al. (2010) and Junginger andLouwen (2020).Below somekey issueswill
be discussed, related to experience curve parameter uncertainty, system boundaries
and functional units, and causality.

4.1.3.1 Experience Curve Parameter Uncertainty

A common issue with deriving curve parameters through regression of empirical
datasets, is the uncertainty in the derived parameters. For experience curves this
is no different. Cost projections made with experience curves are thus extremely
sensitive to uncertainties. However, uncertainty about the value of the experience
curve parameters is the result of two issues observed in experience curve studies.

First, a study by Nemet (2009) shows that the learning rate derived from subsets
of the complete dataset is not constant, and as a result, a calculation of required
learning investments as described in Sect. 4.1.2 can vary wildly. This would suggest
that the recommendation is to use datasets that have as long a timeframe as possible.
Given the fact that datasets for novel technologies like electricity storage systems are
however quite small (Kittner et al. 2017; Schmidt et al. 2017), this means rigorous
uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of experience curve parameters is required.

Second, a common problem with (non-)linear regression is that with large errors
betweenmeasured andmodeled data, the uncertainty of the derived experience curve
parameters can also be substantial. When using these parameters for cost extrapola-
tions, it is recommended to take into account this uncertainty, e.g., by presenting the
confidence interval of extrapolations, or by using a stochastic model formulation of
parameter uncertainty (van Sark et al. 2010).

4.1.3.2 System Boundaries and Functional Units

The definition of system boundaries, and the choice of the functional unit affects the
value of the derived experience curves, and to a certain extent determineswhether any
reasonable experience curve can be derived at all. If technologies are aggregates of
multiple components, it is fair to assume these components each have specific poten-
tial for cost reduction, and thus would have different learning rates. Using experience
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curves for the aggregate system would in that case overestimate future cost reduc-
tions, and a recommendation is to use either component-based experience curves
(Junginger and Louwen 2020), or to devise some form of a piece-wise experience
curve (Kittner et al. 2017).

A similar system boundary issue results from technologies that are in fact hetero-
geneous, but are normally considered as a single technology such as lithium battery
electricity storage systems, which vary in materials used and their designs.

When deriving experience curves, it is important to determine the appropriate
functional unit. As recent studies for e.g., wind power show (Williams et al. 2017),
unit capacity prices of wind turbines and systems have gone up and down the past
decade, making derived single factor experience curves for unit capacity cost nearly
useless. However, many developments in the wind power industry have focused on
reducing levelized cost of electricity, rather than unit capacity prices. Hence, a more
useful experience curve can be derived for wind LCOE. Furthermore, capacity prices
are affected by subsidies as producers take these into account to determine acceptable
market prices.

4.1.3.3 Explanatory Value of Single-Factor Experience Curves

As is often mentioned, the single-factor experience curve on its own offers no expla-
nation of the observed cost reductions, and cannot prove any causality between cumu-
lative production and cost developments (Yeh and Rubin 2012). With multi-factor
curves, this issue can be partly alleviated, although different learning mechanisms
are often difficult to separate, as the proxy data used to analyze them (such as cumula-
tive production and patent applications) often is highly correlated in growing indus-
tries. Experience curve studies should thus ideally be accompanied with a thorough
examination of the reasons behind the observed cost developments.

4.2 Data Collection and Derivation of Experience Curves

In order to derive the parameters of Eq. (4.2), and the learning rate and progress
ratio, historical data needs to be collected on cumulative production and cost devel-
opments of the studied technology. Commonly, especially for more mature tech-
nologies, cumulative production figures are easily collected, sometimes calculated
based on cumulative sales or cumulative installation data as proxies. Productions
costs of technologies are generally much more difficult to find however, and there-
fore many experience curves studies use market prices as proxy data. For mature
technologies in a stable market, it is often assumed that market prices and produc-
tion costs decline at an equal rate, but in early market diffusion stages, subsidized
markets or during supply/demand imbalances, there can be significant differences
between market prices and production costs (Boston Consulting Group 1970). Still,
out of necessity it is often unavoidable to use market price data as cost data is not
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publicly available. Furthermore, this can also be justified as investments decisions
in technologies are usually made based on the price, rather than production costs, of
a technology.

4.2.1 Functional Unit and System Boundaries

As discussed before, the choice of the functional unit has its implications on the
validity and usefulness of the derived experience curve, but it should also be aligned
with the intended application of the curve. In the context of energy modeling, the
curve should ideally be derived for the unit based on which the model makes invest-
ment decisions. For many electricity generation technologies, the functional unit
would thus most likely be in e.g., EUR/kW of capacity, however, as was discussed
before this is not possible or even useful for every technology (see e.g. wind energy).

In terms of system boundaries, it is important to clearly define the technology
under investigation, andmake decisions onwhether to investigate technology compo-
nents rather than an aggregate technology system. Examples here are PV systems,
which have separate learning rates for PV modules vs. inverters, or battery storage
systems, which are quite heterogeneous in technological design, as well as being
a combination of several components with different potentials for cost reduction,
hence will likely have a non-constant learning rate when analyzed as a complete
system with a single learning rate.

4.2.2 Correction for Currency and Inflation

In order to derive the experience curve, it is necessary that the cost (or price) data
is expressed in real terms, e.g., that is corrected for inflation using for instance a
GDP-deflator (Junginger et al. 2010; Louwen and Subtil Lacerda 2020), as without
this correction, the derived experience curve parameters would otherwise be affected
by the rise in prices resulting from inflation. Consequently, datasets with different
currencies need to be converted to a single currency.

4.2.3 Deriving Experience Curve Parameters

Experience curve parameters can be determined by performing a nonlinear regression
of the untransformed data, or by a linear regression of the logarithmically transformed
x and y data. Although the discussion on the best approach for experience curves is
limited in literature, the consensus seems to be to perform a linear regression of log-
transformed data, both within experience curve studies as in the broader scientific
literature.
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With the corrected empirical data on prices and cumulative production, the experi-
ence curve formula can be fitted by means of a linear regression of the logarithmized
data:

logC = logC1 + b log N (4.5)

Using statistical software, the values of parameters C1 and b can be derived,
including information on the errors of these parameters, their statistical significance,
as well as the overall statistical significance of the overall regression. Often a coef-
ficient of determination (R2) is presented to show the accuracy of the fitted model,
although this coefficient has its fair share of critique. Given that statistical software
can also provide other goodness of fit metrics, it is recommended to also show these
metrics in addition to the R2 value.

When performing extrapolations based on the derived experience curves, it is
recommended to consider the errors in the learning rate in an uncertainty analysis.
Although computation time is likely prohibitive in many modeling applications, it is
recommended to take into account the uncertainty of the experience curve parameters
explicitly, for instance via a stochastic model formulations using the parameter errors
obtained from the regression (van Sark et al. 2010).

4.3 Experience Curves in Energy System Models

Within the REFLEX project, one of the main aims was to model pathways toward
transformed, low-carbon energy systems up to 2050. As the time horizon increases,
the uncertainty regarding technological progress and the associated technology cost
reductions becomes larger. Conventional approaches in energy system modeling
are to assume an exogenous cost trajectory, uninfluenced by model developments.
However, it is unlikely that cost decline occurs over time,without being influenced for
e.g., by technology deployment. Therefore, the REFLEX project applied experience
curves to be able to model future technology cost developments. Endogenously
implemented experience curves allow for an enhanced assessment of the impacts
and requirements of policy measures or other incentive schemes. Furthermore, with
experience curves, themarket diffusion and cost reduction of existing and new energy
technologies can be modeled in a feedback loop with cost trajectories derived from
experience curves.

In this chapter the technical implementation of experience curves in the various
models utilized in the REFLEX project is discussed. Furthermore, several issues
related to this model implementation are indicated and possible solutions are
examined.
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4.3.1 Model Implementation of Experience Curves

In an ideal situation, the derived experience curves are implemented directly in the
modeling code, using Eq. (4.2) as shown in Sect. 4.1.1. Implementing this equation
directly would allow for endogenousmodeling of technology cost development. This
is however not feasible for every type of energy systemmodel. Requirements are that
the mathematical layout and optimization approach is compatible with implemen-
tation of the power law curve of Eq. (4.2), and that the model’s geographical scope
is global, as technological learning is assumed to occur on a global scale. Alterna-
tively, the implementation can be exogenous, where experience curves are used to
calculate cost trajectories using market deployment data from well-aligned (in terms
of modeling scenario) global models.

In a direct, endogenous implementation, there is a feedback loop between deploy-
ment of technologies and the experience curve. Cumulative technology deployment
is given as an input to the experience curve, and the resulting cost is applied in the
model in the feedback loop. If the model does not directly produce the required input
data (cumulative production), if possible, a conversion from the model outputs to
cumulative production can be made, serving as input for the experience curve.

In an exogenous implementation, costs are derived on a time-basis.Market deploy-
ment of installed capacities of the respective technologies is taken from an external
source, ideally a global energy system or integrated model analyzing a well-aligned
modeling scenario. The cumulative technologydeployments from this externalmodel
are used in conjunction with the experience curve to derive exogenous, time-based
cost trajectories, which are fed to the original model.

4.3.2 Issues with Implementation of Experience Curves
in Energy Models

When implementing experience curves in energy models, a variety of issues can be
encountered, such as inadequate geographical scope and technical model constraints.
Here, several of these main issues are investigated.

Within theREFLEXenergy systemmodeling framework,mostmodels are limited
in geographical scope.Assuming technological learning to occur at a global scale, and
thus costs are a function of global cumulative production, this limited geographical
scope prevents the models from being able to fully endogenously model costs using
the experience curve.

A possible solution here is to derive the cumulative technology deployments for
the countries outside the local model from an exogenous global model (Louwen
et al. 2018). In this way, there can still be a feedback loop between costs and tech-
nology deployment in the local model. However, this means that depending on the
geographical scale of the local model, the contribution to global cumulative deploy-
ments might be very limited, hence the effect of deployment within the local model
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on cost decline can be small. Furthermore, the global model should be compatible
with this approach in terms of geographical subdivision, and should be modeling a
well-aligned scenario. An alternative approachwould be to determine global capacity
developments fully exogenously in terms of small additions from within the local
model, using for instance an S-curve approach (Fleiter and Plötz 2013; Schmidt et al.
2017).

The technical design of energy system models is sometimes also inhibitive
to implementation of experience curves. Especially optimization models are not
compatible with the nonlinear experience curve equation, requiring the implementa-
tion of a piece-wise approximation of the function (Barretto 2001; Heuberger et al.
2017). Also, optimization have a so-called ‘perfect foresight’, meaning technologies
with high learning rates are preferred, while contrastingly simulation models avoid
technologies with high initial costs, requiring certain incentives to push simulation
models to deploy these technologies.

4.3.3 Description of Energy Models with Implemented
Experience Curves

Within the REFLEX project, experience curves are implemented in the models
FORECAST, ELTRAMOD, PowerACE, ASTRA, and TE3 (cf. Chapter 3). The
models are linked in what is called an Energy Model System (EMS), where the
outputs of some models serve as input for the other models, in several feedback iter-
ations. In this way, the complete European energy system is modeled with high levels
of technological detail and including all energy demand and conversion sectors. In the
paragraphs below, these models in the context of experience curve implementation
are shortly described.

Within the REFLEXproject, the FORECASTmodel is the keymodel that delivers
energy demand figures to the EMS. FORECAST is a bottom-up simulation model
with a high level of technological detail, and is primarily aimed to support strategic
decisions in the context of long-term development of energy demand and greenhouse
gas emissions, and covers the industry, residential and tertiary sectors (Jakob et al.
2012; Fleiter et al. 2018). Within REFLEX, the FORECAST model applied experi-
ence curves for heat pumps and alkaline electrolysis (Schreiber et al. 2020 and cf.
Chapters 6 and 7), in a semi-endogenous manner, using a combination of technology
deployment from within the model and technology deployments from an external
integrated assessment model. These two technologies are seen as the most potential
appliances for decarbonizing energy demand from buildings and industries.

ELTRAMOD, short for ELectricity TRAnsshipmentMODel, is a bottom-up opti-
mizationmodel aiming tomodel cost-minimal investments and dispatch of electricity
generation facilities, including storage and power–to–x technologies (Zöphel et al.
2019; Schreiber et al. 2020). The model covers all EU–27 member states, and addi-
tionally includes Norway, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the Balkan countries.
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Since ELTRAMOD is an optimization model and is not compatible with the non-
linearity of the experience curve function, a procedure was developed to imple-
ment experience curves using a piece-wise approximation of the experience curve.
However, the implementation of experience curves using this approximation induced
significant increases in computation time, hence, given the multi-iterative modeling
schedule of the REFLEX EMS, it was opted to include the experience curve data
exogenously. In ELTRAMOD, the exogenous experience curves were implemented
for carbon capture and storage equipped at a variety of electricity generation tech-
nologies, for utility scale battery storage systems (lithium-ion and redox-flow), for
heat pumps, and for alkaline electrolysis (cf. Schreiber et al. 2020 and Chapter 10).

PowerACE is a bottom-up and agent-based simulation model that analyzes
impacts of market design and policy measures on deployment of low-carbon tech-
nologies (cf. Fraunholz et al. 2020 and Chapter 11). Electricity generation companies
and other electricity market actors are modeled as individual agents, including elec-
tricity demand and generation from renewable resources. The focus of the model
is thus the electricity market, supply and demand on a high time-resolution, but
investments in generation and storage capacity are also included and are planned in
the model on an annual basis (Fraunholz and Keles 2019; Fraunholz et al. 2019).
Given the limited geographical scope of themodel, experience curves for PowerACE,
are implemented exogenously for utility scale electricity storage (lithium-ion and
redox-flow batteries) and electricity generation with CCS (Schreiber et al. 2020).

ASsessment of TRAnsport Strategies (ASTRA) is a system dynamics model
aimed to provide strategic policy assessment in transport and energy. It covers all
EU-27 members, and additionally includes Norway, Switzerland, and the United
Kingdom (Fermi et al. 2014 and Chapter 7). ASTRA focuses on passenger and
freight transport, including all forms of transport (road, rail, air, and water) and the
active modes cycling and walking. It models the development of transport per mode,
and can report a variety of indicators like fuel consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions. Market diffusion of vehicle technologies is modeled based on a total cost
of ownership (TCO) approach that considers among others vehicle prices, fuel or
energy prices, and maintenance. In ASTRA, experience curves are implemented for
the battery pack component of battery, plug-in hybrid and fuel cell electric vehicles.
Although the geographical scope of ASTRA is not global, experience curves are
implemented endogenously, as global market developments are supplied by another
transport model within the REFLEXEMS, the global model TE3 (Heitel et al. 2020).

The Transport, Energy, Economics, Environment (TE3) model is the final model
discussed here. TE3 models passenger road transport, is also a system dynamics
model, and is used for policy analysis. It includes all major non-European markets
like India, Japan, China, and the United States (GómezVilchez and Jochem 2019 and
Chapter 5). Technology choice is influenced by several parameters including social
dynamics, policy measures, and (available) infrastructure, and technology cost. Like
in ASTRA, experience curves are used endogenously in TE3 to model the costs of
the battery pack components of battery, plug-in hybrid and fuel cell electric vehicles.
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4.4 State-of-the-Art Experience Curves and Modeling
Results

Within the REFLEX project, experience curve data was collected for a diverse set
of technologies. An overview of the result for selected key technologies is given
in Fig. 4.3. For all technologies listed, costs per functional unit are plotted against
cumulative installation of each technology in MW.

Fig. 4.3 Overview of experience curves for selected technologies. Data sources according to
Schmidt et al. (2017), Williams et al. (2017), Louwen et al. (2018), Junginger and Louwen (2020).
LR = learning rate. The p-values indicate the p-value for the F-test of overall significance of
regressions
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4.4.1 Overview of State-of-the-Art Experience Curves

For PV modules, both crystalline silicon (cSi) and cadmium telluride (CdTe) based,
learning rates of around 20% are observed, while for other technologies much more
varied learning rates were found. Clearly observable in the dataset for PV (cSi)
module prices, is a period of price stability, even a small increase in prices around
installed capacity of 100 GW. This deviation from the overall experience curve
trend was the result of a sharp increase in silicon prices, resulting from a shortage
in silicon production. Subsequently, when silicon production capacity was greatly
expanded and silicon prices declined rapidly, a sharp decline of PV (cSi) module
prices occurred.

For heat pumps, learning rates of around 20% for the total system were observed,
based on data from Switzerland, while the learning rate for the specific cost of
energy supplied is in the range of 20-25% due to improvements in the technical
performance of heat pumps (Jakob et al. 2020). Although the empirical basis for
heat pump experience curves needs to be improved, the high learning rates observed
indicate the potential for heat pumps to become cost competitive with natural gas
boilers (Jakob et al. 2020).

For alkaline electrolysis, a learning rate of 14.5% is detected, although the spread
of data points results in a low goodness of fit, with a poor R2 and a p-value of 0.064,
indicating the regression is not significant at a confidence level of 0.05. For all other
technologies, the regression was found to be significant at this confidence level.

For both utility scale and residential storage systems (respectively, Li-Ion Utility
and Li-Ion Res) and for battery electric vehicle (BEV) battery packs, learning rates
of around 15% are observed, while for hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) batteries, the
learning rate was found to bemuch lower, at 11%. For BEV battery packs, significant
variance is present in the dataset, leading to a relatively low R2 value.

For onshore wind, the data of Williams et al. (2017) are analyzed, which repre-
sents levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for onshore wind systems, in a model that
corrects for a variety of parameters, including wind quality of the wind farms that are
included in the dataset. A learning rate of 12% is observed for LCOE as a function
of cumulative production, although when the LCOE data is expressed as a function
of cumulative electricity generation (rather than cumulative capacity), a higher R2

value is obtained, as this also includes a correction for the increase in capacity factors
that are observed over time.

The interested reader is referred to Louwen et al. (2018), where detailed results
of the project regarding the learning curve approach are presented.
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4.4.2 Deployments and Cost Developments of Relevant
Technologies

Within the REFLEX project, experience curves have been implemented for a number
of technologies. An overview of these technologies is given in Schreiber et al. (2020)
andHeitel et al. (2020). In this section the diffusionof key technologies in the different
models described above and in Chapter 3 are discussed, and cost trajectories for these
technologies are presented.

Transport technologies are modeled within REFLEX with the models ASTRA
and TE3. To ensure consistent diffusion of vehicle types, and since the geographical
scales of themodels are different,market diffusion of transportmodes is aligned in the
two models in the REFLEX model coupling system (Heitel et al. 2020). The model
results (Heitel et al. 2020) indicate that EV battery prices decline to 89 EUR2018/kWh
in 2030 and 59EUR2018/kWh in 2050, down fromprices of around 300EUR2018/kWh
in 2015, the starting year of the transport models, with cumulative global deployment
of EV batteries (89% outside of the EU) approaching 30 TWh in 2050. As expected,
the sensitivity analysis shows that especially the uncertainty in the derived learning
rates can significantly affect the deployment of EVs. Lower learning rates result in a
slower cost decline of vehicle prices, which in turn slows the diffusion of EVs, while
with higher learning rates, costs decline faster and market diffusion is also sped up.

Within ELTRAMOD, the optimization model of electricity generation facili-
ties, experience curves are applied exogenously to determine cost developments for
battery storage, CCS and power-to-x technologies. As the cost trajectories are thus
independent of technologydeploymentwithin differentmodeling scenarios, it ismore
interesting to discuss sensitivities of these cost trajectories to the applied learning
rates. This sensitivity analysis shows that as higher learning rates are assumed for
battery storage systems, the deployment of these technologies is increased. This
furthermore influences the deployment of other technologies such asCCS andCCGT,
which show slightly reduced investments. Similar results are obtained in PowerACE,
where impacts of market design and policy measures on deployment of low-carbon
technologies are modeled: high learning rates for battery storage systems result in
strongly increased deployments of these technologies at the expense of deploy-
ments in CCGT and OCGT generation and a strong reduction of deployments of
compressed-air energy storage.

Within FORECAST, technological learning is considered for several energy
demand technologies. However, since FORECAST is actually a group of models
describing different demand sectors separately, an iterative approach was applied to
make sure technology deployments in one sector can influence technological learning
in the other sectors and vice versa (Schreiber et al. 2020). Heat pumps represent a
key technology in the heat demand sector in future energy scenarios, and for this
technology a cost reduction of around 20% was observed up to 2050, compared to
the minimal cost reductions examined without considering technological learning.
However, it was found that the installation rates of especially heat demand tech-
nologies were less affected by cost developments and technological learning, and
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were to a larger extent the result of scenario constrains (Schreiber et al. 2020). As
the technology cost of heat demand technologies only represents a minor share in
overall heating systems costs in terms of building refurbishment and the cost differ-
ences between different heating technologies are small, energy price differences or
the cost for building refurbishment measures have a higher impact on the overall cost
structure (Harmsen et al. 2017).

4.5 Lessons Learned

As illustrated in this chapter, a comprehensive effort was undertaken to collect data
with which state-of-the-art experience curves could be derived and to implement
these experience curves in a variety of energy models that are part of the REFLEX
Energy Modeling System. Particular effort was devoted to the endogenous imple-
mentation of experience curves in the models which was not as straightforward as
was anticipated. The main lessons learned during this research are briefly discussed
below.

4.5.1 Methodological Issues

Regarding general methodological issues, some limitations of the experience curves
were identified. These relate to the defined technology system boundaries and func-
tional unit of the experience curve, but also to exogenous parameters affecting cost
developments of technologies. Multi-factor experience curves can be a valuable
extension of the single-factor experience curves adopted in the REFLEX project,
giving the possibility to include the effects of additional parameters such as R&D
activities, commodity prices, and market dynamics. While these multi-factor expe-
rience curves could offer the opportunity to attain more accurate cost modeling
results, further research is required to make a good comparison between single- and
multi-factor experience curves, and to study model implementation of multi-factor
experience curves, since model implementation of this type of experience curves is
much more complex. Further research should thus investigate the optimal balance
between the improved accuracy of results vs. the added modeling complexity.

An issue related to system boundaries and functional units is the topic of
component-based experience curves. For several technologies evidence are identified
that components of the technology system have different learning rates. To accurately
represent the cost developments of these technologies on the long term, experience
curves for the separate components should be implemented to avoid overestimation
of future cost reductions. By using component-based experience curves, the issue of
spillover effects across different industries could also be at least partly addressed.
Especially for lithium-ion batteries, which are used in electronics, in residential and
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utility scale stationary electricity storage and in electric vehicles, a key recommen-
dation is to investigate experience curves of the different components from battery
cells to energy-management systems, although data availability might be prohibitive.
As a matter of facts, the model implementation of such component-based experience
curves, especially multi-factor version of them, drastically increases the complexity
and the requirements of the model to produce input data for the experience curves,
making further research on this topic a necessity.

4.5.2 Model Implementation Issues

With regard tomodel implementation, onemain issue is how to represent technologies
for which there is a lack of empirical data due to their implementation readiness. For
early stage technologies like carbon capture and storage (CCS), or energy storage
types with small implementation numbers such as compressed-air energy storage,
there is almost no empirical data that allows for the derivation of experience curves.
Thismeans that the cost developments of these technologies in energymodeling need
to be represented either by using experience curves based on proxy technologies, or
by some exogenous cost estimations. For high profile technologies like battery-based
electricity storage, the available datasets that allow for derivation of experience curves
are quite limited in terms of timeframe, hence there is little certainty on the long-
term cost developments of these technologies. The implications of this with regard
to modeling results should be explicitly discussed, especially in those cases, like the
REFLEX project, where the analysis goes up to 30 years ahead. Therefore, a key
recommendation is to focus on the creation of cost (and not price) databases that track
the costs of these kinds of technologies, for instance by ensuring the assessment and
publication of cost data for publicly supported pilot projects for CCS and other novel
technologies.

Another theme related to the model implementation of experience curves is the
geographical scope of the respective energymodel, which is often limited. Assuming
technological learning is a global process, some form of exogenous cumulative
production data is required. This can be derived through a variety of approaches, such
as by using results from external global models that analyze well-aligned scenarios,
or alternatively by using the S-curve based approach. Within the REFLEX project,
a combination of these measures was applied on a more or less ad hoc basis. Future
research projects that aim to implement experience curves in a similar manner in
geographically restricted energy models, should outline an explicit approach to deal
with this problem, for instance by including a global energy or integrated assess-
ment model in the modeling activities, ensuring a consistent scenario analysis across
global and regional models.

There were also several technical issues identified with regard to model imple-
mentation. A typical problem is the fact that the power curve function of experience
curves is not compatible with some models, requiring the implementation of a piece-
wise linear approximation of the original function. Also, models tend to have either
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perfect foresight (optimization models) or contrastingly, a myopic view (simulation
models), which could result in over- or underrepresentation of technologies in the
modeling outcomes. Finally, it was found in the REFLEX project that the modeling
scenarios that are investigated can also be a barrier for the implementation of experi-
ence curves for certain technologies; this is the case where technology deployments
are defined as scenarios inputs, for instance by means of targets for the deployment
of renewable energy technologies.

4.6 Conclusions

A final recommendation is to further develop research studies on applications of
experience curve and technological learningmechanisms outside the economy sector.
As part of the REFLEX project scientific literature review, several studies were
identified that use experience curve to describe developments in energy efficiency of
appliances and industrial processes (Jakob andMadlener 2004; Ramírez andWorrell
2006;Weiss et al. 2010; Brucker et al. 2014; Fleiter et al. 2017) as well as greenhouse
gas and energy demand of renewable energy technologies (Bergesen and Suh 2016;
Louwen et al. 2016). Furthermore, the concept of technological learning has been
applied in the domain of social sciences to represent the effects of social learning on
the market diffusion of battery electric vehicles (Edelenbosch et al. 2018). It would
be therefore extremely interesting to expand the scope of application of experience
curves in energy modeling so as to allow for the endogenous modeling of these
additional parameters.
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